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FOREWORD 

My interest in this topic began with irritation. There is lots of sentimental 

drivel written about care and the activity of caring. It seemed to me - as a 

parent, friend, colleague, political activist - that caring about people involves 

something quite different to a sort of watered-down, uncritical love plus an 

unreasonable amount of self-sacrifice (this is a caricature for the sake of 

argument). And it also seemed to me that care ethics should be able to deliver 

a punchy, tough account of what it means to care. This turned out not to be 

the case; I hope that I now have filled in some of that lacuna. 

Writing this dissertation has been a long journey - not only in terms of time - 

but also in terms of discovery. I thought, chapter by chapter, that I had 

'arrived': I thought that particularism had the answer - it didn't. Then I 

thought that an epistemological approach with a constructivist take on moral 

horizons would help - it didn't. Then I tried virtue ethics - and hated it. I even 

tried realism (now removed from these pages). What looked like the solution 

at the beginning, turned out to be the problem and what I thought was the 

problem, turned out to be the solution. I was convinced, after these other by-

ways, that I would conclude with reason and rule, and reject experience and 

irrationality - like a good Kantian. But I discovered to my embarrassment that 

reason was the problem and that the non-deliberative, phenomenological was 

the solution! 

Though the subject-matter is care ethics, I have found almost all care 

ethicists' accounts wanting on the topic of motivation and have had to take 

recourse to quite other philosophers: Harry Frankfurt, Margaret Walker, 

Philippa Foot, John McDowell, Rosalind Hursthouse, Barbara Herman, 

Marcia Baron and Christine Korsgaard. The results are sometimes surprising 

and the learned reader will have to be prepared to leave the safe haven of his 

or her own philosophical tradition and sample others. I have striven at all 

times to be non-dogmatic and philosophically adventurous. 

For those readers wanting a short-cut through the labyrinth of the answer to 

why we care, here is my recommendation: my favourite care ethicist (despite 

all odds) is Nel Noddings (Chapter One). My favourite chapter -  though it is 

not a quick read - is Chapter Six containing the redoubtable Christine 

Korsgaard and her formidable account of normativity. For those amongst us 

with little time: the summary contains the racy (though long) conclusion and 
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the punchline. In order to prepare you for what you will find: this dissertation 

is concern with the question why we care, why we are moved to care, what 

persuades us. It is not an empirical study into the nature or type of care tasks; 

nor is it an examination of the request from the point of view of the person 

needing or wanting care. It is about daily and 'ordinary' care and not about 

professional and/or medical care , or care in a medical context. 

This dissertation is, albeit indirectly, about Nynke and Joran. I was once 

given the advice to stop any academic research when it got too personal. I 

can't say that I followed that advice: this topic has come sometimes too close 

for comfort and that didn't make it easier (the case study in the introduction 

has distinct echoes with my own experience). My greatest debt is therefore to 

my children: both have endured this long project and I dedicate the thesis to 

them in gratitude for their patience. 

My thanks also to my supervisor, René Boomkens. For someone who once 

professed a hatred for ethics, you have come a long way in supervising this 

dissertation! Thank you for your birthday message, René - we have both 

come to appreciate it!  

To my mother, thank you for your interpretation of my topic and to Fré,  

thank you for your midnight work in transforming this into a beautiful book 

cover.  

To my immediate colleagues - Anita,  Arnold, Fré, Gyan, Hauke, Janny, 

Jorine, Kirsten,Trijnie - I owe a special thanks. Not only did you divert calls 

and solve all kinds of student advisor tasks when I was in some or other 

dissertation crisis: you give me your generous shoulders to cry on and were 

full of practical tips. This is also true of my PhD-student colleagues: writing 

can be hell and you were all supportive and kind to me when I was in mine. 

For those of who who still have to jump the hoops: keep up the good work! 

The teaching staff at the Faculty of Philosophy, especially the ‘vakgroep’ 

Practical Philosophy, have done more than their share of reading and 

commenting and giving advice over the years. Thank you for your kind 

support! And the many students who no only took advice but also gave it, 

thank you. Dear friends and family: this has been a long haul and you were 

all very supportive. It is done! I hope to see you all at the after-party and 

much more often after that - we have things to catch up on. 

Last but not least I want to thank Johan: you have done more caring than you 

had perhaps ever counted on. I could count on you - and I thank you for that. 

Without you this project would never have been realised. 
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